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A Performance Consideration of CI-Continuous
Thin Beam Element

Yong-woo Kim* and Oak-key Min**
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The performance of CI-continuous thin beam element is considered by using the error-moment

equations derived from the energy functional. The analysis shows explicitly that the rigid body

motions of a thin beam can be described correctly; and that the Barlow's optimal stress points
are re-interpreted as the optimal points in the limit sense, that is, true bending moment points

and true shear force points converge to their optimal points respectively as the number of

elements increases, on which examples are illustrated.
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1. Introduction

During the last two decades, some theoretical

methods have been proposed to estimate the error

of the solutions of displacement-based finite ele

ment method which employs polynomial func
tions for representation of displaced shapes.
Moan(l973) has shown that the finite element

approximation of principal derivatives in the

energy functional is of least squares type and that

the approximation of derivatives takes place al
most independently with each element. He util

ized the nature of the least squares approximation

to predict points within an element where the
error in principal derivatives of the energy func

tional is minimal. Hinton and Campbell(l974)

have suggested reduced integration technique by

considering the problem of smoothing the numeri
cally discontinuous model of a physically contin
uous system. Barlow(l976) attempted to rational
ize the reasons for the presence of optimal stress

points at which the stresses have the same degree
of accuracy as the nodal displacements. He also
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outlined a process by which the location of such

points may be determined. All the above theor
etical arguments are based on the fact that the FE

procedure provides a weighted least-squares fit.

Min and Kim(l991) have suggested 'reduced

minimization theory' for establishing the unified

viewpoint on spurious constraints and spurious
zero energy modes of CO-continuous elements.

By using the theory, they obtained the optimal
stress points for each strain component of

displacement-coupled problems and rationalized

the selective reduced integration techniques. And
they explained the relationship between spurious

constraints and spurious zero energy modes by

using the theory, which is based on the concept of
field-consistency.

In this paper, by applying the reduced minim

ization theory to C I-continuous beam element,
the validity of their theory in Cl-continuous ele

ments as well as CO-continuous elements will be
shown-specifically speaking, the descriptive capa
bility for rigid body motions of beam and the

descriptive capability for deformations (deflection
and slope) and resultant forces (bending moment

and shear force) are examined by using the the
ory. In addition to it, we will re-interpret the
optimal stress points of CI-continuous beam ele

ment. To do these, we will illustrate various

applications of the error-moment equations to
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thin beam element.

2. Error-Moment Equation

derivatives w'(Xj) = 8(xJ, j = I, 2, "., r] then the
approximate displacement is expressed as

w(X) = ±hj(x) w(xJ +±hj(x) 8(xJ, (7)
j=l j=1

where the x is the coordinate along the neutral

axis of the beam.
The bending moment(M) and shear force( V)

at any section are given by

2.1 Euler-Bernoulli beam theory
If the transverse deflection of a thin beam as

shown in Fig. I is denoted by w, the slope( 8) and

the curvature(x) of the beam are expressed respec
tively by

8=dw/dx,
x=d8/ dx,

(I)

(2)

where hj(x) and hj(x) are the Hermite polyno
mials of degree M = n + r - I. So the approxi

mate deflection has to be a polynomial of degree

M and it may be expressed as follows.

M

w(x)= ~aixl,
i=O

=ao+ alx+a2x2+a3x3+ ... + aMx M,(8)

where a,(i=O, I, "', M) are the generalized
coordinates of deflection. Therefore, the approxi

mate slope and the approximate curvature are
expressed as

respectively.
By substituting the approximate curvature into

the functional 1* in Eq. (6), the functional 1*
may be expressed as

X(X)=L2W(X) (where L 2=d2[ • ]/dx2),
=2a2+6a3x + 12a4x2+ ...

+(M)(M -l)aMxM-2, (10)

8(x)=LIW(X) (where L1=d[ • ]/dx),
= al +2 a2x+ 3a3x2+ ...

+ MaMx M- 1, (9)
and

(5)

(3)

(4)
M=EIx,
V=dM/dx,

2.2 Error-moment equation
According to Zienkiewicz, the minimization of

the functional given by Eq. (5) is equivalent to the

minimization of 1* such as

respectively, where E is Young's modulus and I
is the 2nd moment of the cross-section.

The total potential energy of the beam is given

by

1= ~I l(xPdx+ Wp,

where Wp is the potential of externally applied

loads.

For the functional 1* to be minimum, 81*=0
should be satisfied This minimization is per

formed equivalently by

which produces

1(X-Xexact)L2Xk dx=0, k=O, I, ''', M.

(13)

(6)

in which Xexact is the exact curvature.
If we approximate the deflection( w) and the

slope( B) by the Hermite polynomials of degree M
= n + r - I, [i. e., we shall approximate the de
flection by a polynomial of degree n + r - I

passing through w(Xj), j= 1,2, '.', n and having

31*-:>-=0, k=O, 1,2, "', M,
Uak

(12)

Fig. 1 Euler-Bernoulli beam

The Eq. (13) is called error-moment equations

since Eq. (13) requires that the moment of (x

- Xexact), from O-th one up to L 2x M -th one, be
zero. Min and Kim(l991) have shown that the
error-moment equations give a set of constraints

imposed on a single unconstrained element.
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3. Appilcation of Error-Moment
Equation

First, consider the descriptive capability for
rigid body motions. To do this, suppose that the

external loads are zero so that Xexact =0. Then the
error-moment equations in Eqs. (17) and (18)

yield two constraints such as

az=Oanda3=0. (19)

By substituting Eq. (1.9) into Eqs. (14,15,16), the

quantities are expressed as follows.

The error-moment equation is effective to

analyze the charac teristics or performance of an
element. In this section, we will apply the error
moment equation to a single unconstrained C 1

_

continuous Euler-Bernoulli beam element which

employs the Hermite polynomials of degree three

in order to examine its descriptive capability of
rigid body motion, deformation, bending mo

ment, and shear force.
The deflection interpolated by using the first

order Hermite polynomials is

w(x)=ao+alx+azxz+aaXa, (14)

and the corresponding approximate slope and

curvature are given as

The Eqs. (20, 21, 22) describe the deformation
state of the element under zero-loading. Exactly
speaking, Eqs. (20, 21, 22) describe the two rigid

body modes of the single unconstrained beam

element; one is the transverse translation, and the
other is the rotation in the plane of paper in Fig.

2. These rigid body motions coincide with those

of the beam theory, so there does not exist spuri
ous rigid body motions.

Now, consider the deformation of the single

element shown in Fig. 2 when the beam is subject

to constant, linear, quadratic, cubic, or quartic
curvature field.

(22)

(26)

X(x)=O.

(I) When the curvature is constant, i. e., Xexact

=bo=(const.) ;

The error of approximate curvature is

x ~ Xexact = (2az - bo)+6a3x,

=Ao+ A,x. (23)

The error-moment equations in Eqs. (17) and

(18) yield the constraints such as

Ao=O and Al =0.

Thus

M-Mexact=El(x-xexact)='O, (24)

V- Vexact=d(M-Mexact)/dx=O, (25)

which means that the approximate resultant forces

are identical with the exact ones at all points
within the element. Therefore, the approximate

deformation fields may be exact.

(2) When the curvature is linear, i. e., Xexact = bo

+blX;
The error of approximate curvature is

X-Xexact=(2az-bo)+ (6a3--bdx,

=Ao+A1x,

( 18)

(17)

(15)

( 16)

single ele-

1
+o.5L

-O.5L (x - Xexact)dx =0,

1
-o.5L

(x ~ xexactlxdx = O.
-O.5L

O(x) = al +2azx +3aax
z,

x(x)=2az+6aax,

respectively.

The error-moment equations for a
ment shown in Fig. 2 are written as

and

NODE 1

w(x)=ao+a,x,

O(x)=a"

1<-- O.5L

x=-O. 5L
~=-l

Fig. 2

NODE 2

.1 <--__=0.=5L_--l.1

x=O x=+O.5L
~=o ~=+ 1

A single beam element

(20)
(21)

and from the error-moment equations in Eqs.

(17) and (18), we obtain the constraints

Ao=O and Al =0.

Therefore

M - Mexact = El(x - Xexact) = 0, (27)

V - Vexact=d(M ~ Mexact)/ax=O, (28)

which means that all the approximate quantities

are identical with exact ones like the beam with

constant curvature field.
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(3) When the curvature is quadratic, i.e., Xexact

= bo+ blx + b2x 2;
The error of approximate curvature is

x - Xexact=(2a2- bo) +(6a3~ bl)x +( - b2h2,

=Ao+A,x+A2x 2. (29)

Thus, the error-moment equations yield the

constraints such as

Therefore

M - Mexact=EI(x - Xexact),

=A£I{x2-{l/3)(L/2)2}, (30)

V - Vexact=d(M - Mexact)/ dx,
=2A2EIx, (31)

which imply that the approximate bending mo

ment coincides with the exact one only at the po

ints of x= ±(l13)0.5(L/2) and that the approx

imate shear force is exact only at the origin x =0.

Note that the points of x = ± (l/3)0.5(L/2) are

identical with Gauss points and that they are

located symmetrically with respect to the origin.

(4) When the curvature is cubic, i.e., Xexact=bo

+ blx + b2X2+ b3X3;
The error of approximate curvature is

x - Xexact =(2a2- bo)+(6a3 - b l ) x

+ (~ b2 ) x 2 +(- b3h 3
,

=Ao+A'X+A2X2+A3x 3, (32)

and the error-moment equations yield the con

straints such as

A o= -(Ad3)(L/2)2 and

A,= -(3A3/5)(L/2)2.

Therefore

x - Xexact= A2{X2- (I /3)(L/2)2}

+ A3X{x2-(3/5)(L/2)2}, (33)

M - Mexact= EI[A 2 {x 2
- (1/3)( L/2)2}

+ A3X{X2- (3/5)(L/2)2}], (34)

V - Vexact= EI[2A2x +A 3x{3X2
- (3/5)

(L/2)2}], (35)

from which we see that (M - Mexact) =0 may not

have certain symmetrical roots with respect to the

origin, where approximate bending moments are

identical with exact ones, as long as A 3 in Eq.

(34) is not zero. Also, we see that x=o will never

be a root of ( V - Vexact) = °as long as A 3 is not

zero.

(5) When the curvature is quartic, i.e., Xexact=

bo+ btx + b2x 2+ b3X3+ b,x' ;
The error of approximate curvature is

x - Xexact=(2a2- bo)+(6a3- b,h +( - b2h2

+(- b3h3+(- b,h',

= A o+A,x +A2x2+&x3+A.x'.
(36)

So, the error-moment equations yield con

straints such as

A o= -(Ad3)(L/2)2_(A,/5)(L/2)' and

A,= -(3A3/5)(L/2)2.

Thus

x - Xexact = A 2{X 2 - (1/3)(L/2)2}

+A 3x{X2- (3j5)(L/2)2}

+ A,{x'-(lj5)(L/2)'}, (37)

M - Mexact=EI[A2{{x2-{l/3)(L/2)2}

+A3X(x 2 -(3j5)(L/2)2}

+A,{x' - (lj5)(L/2)'}], (38)

V - Vexact= EI[2A2x +A 3{3x 2 -(3j5)(L/2)2}

+4A4X3
], (39)

from which we can see once again that there may

not exist certain symmetrical points including

origin, where approximate resultant forces are

identical with exact ones, as long as A 3 is not

zero.

If boundary conditions at both ends and load

ing are symmetric with respect to x =0, the bend

ing moment distributions in Eqs. (34) and (38)

will be symmetric, too. The symmetric bending

moment distributions lead to A 3=0, so the ap

proximate shear force will be always exact at the

origin. But, in general, the bending moment dis

tribution is not symmetric. Even when the mo

ment distribution in a beam is symmetric, the

moment distribution in an element will be not

symmetric if the beam is modelled by more than

a single element. Therefore, a cantilever beam will

be considered in the later subsections 4.2 & 4.3 to

lead the discussions without loss of generality.

4. Examples and Discussion

4.1 Description of rigid body motion

In the section 3, we have shown that the single
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we obtain the rigid body motions of the element

(2) in two-mesh

By using the compatibility at the node 2 in Fig.
3(a2) such as

unconstrained beam element describes the rigid
body motions correctly. In this subsection, we
will prove explicitly that the beam discretized by
the beam elements also describe the rigd body
motions correctly.

Since the beam element under consideration is
2-noded element, its Jacobian determinant is con

stant. So, the error-moment equations in Eqs. (17)
and (18) can be rewritten as follows in the non

dimensional local coordinate ~(- I :s;: ~:s;: + I) as
shown in Fig. 2.

8(l)=aP).

and for the element (2) in Fig. 3(al),

w(Z) = abZ)+ a\Z)6,
8(2)=a\Z).

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)
(48)

and
/

+1

-1 (X-Xexact)d~=O, (40) uP) = (abl) +2a\1») + all) ~z,
8<Z) = all).

(49)

(50)

Assume the displacement function of an ele

ment (k) shown in Fig. 3 as

W 1kl = abk)+ alk)6 +dk)~~+ dk)~l, (42)

where the superscripts in parentheses denote ele

ment (k) and ~k denotes the local coordinate of

the element (k).

The rigid body motions of the unconstrained
meshes as shown in Fig. 3(a2) and (b2) can be

easily obtained as follows:
(I) Unconstrained two-mesh test

The rigid body motions of the unconstrained
single elements (I) and (2) as shown in Fig. 3(al)

are obtained from Eqs. (40) and (41) as follows:

For the element (I) in Fig. 3(al), By using the compatibility at the node 3 shown in

Fig. 3(b2) such as

Note that the rigid body motions of the element

(2) in two mesh are also expressed by the same

degree of freedoms of element (I). This implies
that the two-mesh also can describe the rigid body

motions as the single unconstrained element can.

Therefore, the two-mesh can describe the rigid

body motions correctly.
(2) Unconstrained three-mesh test

The rigid body motions of the element (2) in

the unconstrained two-mesh shown in the left of
Fig. 3(bl) are given in Eqs. (49) and (50) and the

rigid body motions of the single unconstrained

element (3) in the right of Fig. 3(bl) are given as

(51)

(52)

uP) = ab3
)+ aP) ~3'

8(3)= a\3).

(41)

(43)

/

+1

(x - Xexact)~d~=O.
-1

ELE(l )

-+~d + f
Z Z

Node No.

ELE(Z)

-+~d
3

ELE(l) ELE(Z)

-+~d -+~d
Z 3

Node No.

(al) single unconstrained elements (aZ) unconstrained two-mesh

ELE(l ) ELE(Z)

-+~d ~ f
3 3

Node No.

ELE(l) ELE(Z) ELE(3)

Z 3 4
Node No.

(bl) two-mesh and single element (bZ) unconstrained three-mesh

Fig. 3 Unconstrained elements and meshes
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we obtain the rigid body motions of the element

(3) in three-mesh such as

w(3)=(abl)+4a\I))+aP)~3' (55)
8(3)=aP). (56)

Once again, the rigid body motions of the element

(3) in the three mesh are also expressed by the

same degree of freedoms of element (I). This
implies that the three-mesh can describe the rigid

body motions as the single unconstrained element
can. Therefore, the mesh shown in Fig. 3 (b2) can

describe the rigid body motions correctly.

From the above examples, we see that a mesh

discretized by the beam elements can describe the
rigid body motion correctly.

4.2 Error distribution depending on the

order of loading
We shall consider the errors of approximate

deformation fields and the errors of force resul

tants when cantilevered beams are modelled by a
single Hermite element of degree three. The errors

of approximate quantities of the beams, which are

W(
21 1<z=+1 = w(3)1~'=_h

8(2)1~'~+1 = 8(3)1~s=_h

(53)

(54)

obtained by erro-moment equations, are tabulated
in Table I for typical loadings. Table I shows
that the approximate kinematic variables are

exact at nodal points irrespective of the order of
loading q(x). But the approximate force resul

tants do not have a consistent rule on the loc
ations where they are identical with exact ones.

The approximate force resultants are compared

with exact ones for beams of length L = lOin Fig.

4, which shows forllowing facts.
(I) For a uniformly distributed force, the

moment is exact only at x = ± (I/3)o.S(L/2) and

shear force is exact only at the origin, x =0.

(2) For linearly-or quadratically-distributed

force, the points on which the approximate resul

tant forces are identical with exact ones do not
agree with the Gauss points. These points are

called true bending point and true shear force

point, respectively. The distance of the true bend

ing moment points from the Gauss points (x =

± (I/3)o,S(L/2» increases as the order ofioading

increases. The distance of true shear force point

from the origin (x =0) also increases as the order
of loading q(x) increases.

Table 1 The error distribution of approximate solutions depending on the order of load q(x)

II qIM~I<l121 x f P

I _~.:1L.+.ML-.1

Mod e I ~ E X act S- 0 1 uti 0 n s~ Approximate s:,lunons '

• ~~uo< = (P/6:1~(--X"~'/Z~9L'X/4 --+ ~~-- - ----;--
'5L'/SI I

&lIl[ILCl ::: (P/6EI)( -3x2+3Lx+9L2/4) I same as exact solutions

M.uo< = (PJ6)( -6x'3L)
Vexact ::: -p

Error Distributions

W-Wnact ::: 0
e-9ltQ1ct ::: 0
M-Mexact ::: 0
v"~VlUJlct ::: 0

e-e.~. = -(qIZ4EI)[4x{x'-(LJZ)'}J
M-M,_. = -(q/24)[lZ{x'-(Ll2)'J3} J
V-V.uo< = -(q/24)(24x)

w = (q/360EIL')( -4L'x'.3L'x'
+6L5x+7L6/4)

e = (q/360EIL')( -12L'x"6L'x
.6L')

M = (q/360L') (-Z4L'••6L')

w-w._,=( q/120EIL) {x'-( LIZ )')'
'(x-5L1Z)

e-e.~.=(qI120EIL) {x'- (LIZ I')
. (5x'-lOLx-L'J4)

M-M,_.=( q/lZOL) [ZOx{x'-3(LlZ)'J5)

-30L{x'-(LlZ)'J3}]

V = (q/IZOL)( lSL') V-V.~.=(qJIZOLI(60x'-60Lx-3L')
......_---_.. - j

w-w.~,=( qJ360EIL') {x' -( LIZ I'}'
.( -x'.3Lx-17L'J4)

e-e.~,=(qJ360El L') {x'- (LIZ I')
•(-6x'.15Lx' -33L'xJ2-3L'14)

\t-M,uo<=(q/360L') [-30{x'-(Ll2)'J5}

'60Lx{x'-3( LIZ)'J5)

-45L'{x'-(LlZ)'J3} J
i V = (qJ360L')(-Z4L') V-V._,=(q/360L') (-120x"lSOLx'

...l ~_ ... ,_ . =9()L'x-9L')

M.,~. = (qJ360L'){30(x-LlZ)')

w._, = (qJ360EIL'){ (x-Ll2)'
.6L'(x.Ll3))

e.~. = (q/360EIL'){6(x-LlZ)"6L'j

w_. = (qJZ4EI )(x'-ZLx'.3L'x'IZ+7L'x/Z w= (q/Z4El)
t 17L4 /1 6) i. (-2Lx3+2L2X2+7L~x/2+L4)

e.~. = (qJZ4EI)( 4x'-6Lx'.3L'x.1L'12) I e= (q/Z4EI)( -6Lx'.4L'x+1L'/Z)
M.uo< = (qJZ4)(IZx'-IZLx'3L') M= (qJZ4)( -IZLx+4L')
V.uo< = (q/Z4)(Z4x-IZL) i V= (q/Z4)(-IZL)

w.~. = (qI120EIL)( -x'+5Lx;~:;~~~'/Z ·I~--:-~~Z~EIL)(-3L'x"5L'x'l2
.5L'x'14+15L'x/16.49L'13Z) .19L'xJ4+ II L' IS)

e.~. = (qJI20EIL)( -5x"IOLx'-15L'x'l2 I e = (q/lZOEIL)( -9L'x'.5L'x
.5L'x/Z.15L'116) .19L'/4)

\t,~. = (q/lZOL)(-ZOx'.30Lx' ! M = (q/IZOL)(-ISL'x'5L')
-15L'x.5L'IZ)

, V.~:·= (qJI20L)( -60x'.60Lx-15L')

q( ){)~q

Illllllllllllllllllllll!ll

I_~L.-'_~I

I q(xlc.(q/L2 )(x"L/2)1

j j , .-4 ,. ; x

I ...··~;-~I!

if

1t .-- ,
I-~~<-~
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(c I)

c-
o
0
~

~

"'.
i:i:
L;
n:::
c
(:...

n:::
<t
r:.;

!}"J

,
....::
*....::
0
(()
C'J

.. 5 0 5
X-AXIS

(c2)

o
X-AXIS

(b2)

0'20~~---------=-EXAc~l
o ! \ - - F.E.M I
o 15t \

~ 1'~~038055(L/2)

~10~ '1\ I
~ i \

::>: I \ ' 0.051:383(L/2)

: 5:
11

\<':~J".•
(\] 0- +.

! ± (1/3)05(L/2Ji

_., 5L------"-_-'. ,_._..c._---'-__-'---_~._"J.......

- 5 0 5
X-AXIS

(b I)

o
Gl

~
o
o

5

EXACT
F·.E M

o
X-- AXIS

(a I)

±(

-5

o~-------------------,

o

12 ~--------------;

0- 6
Z
"-l
:::s 4
o
:::s
* 2

~

-25---·" -~~ ~

5 0
X AXIS

(a2)

0'10
o
o
~ 8

i:J:::
.~ 
;~

::t
If)

., -20

.".
c\J

Fig. 4 Distributions of bending moments(al, bl, cl) and shear forces (a2, b2, c2) where (al) &

(a2) for uniformly distributed load. (b I) & (b2) for linearly distributed load, and (cll &

(c2) for quadratically distributed load (refer to Table I)

4.3 Optimal points in the limit sense
In this section, we will show that the so-called

optimal points mean the points to which the true

resultant forces' points converge as the number of

elements increases. Moan compared pointwise
error of principal derivative at optimal points
with those at the point where maximum error
occurs, usually at the ends of an element. His

comparison seems to be insufficient to show that
the error of a principal derivative is minimal at
the optimal points, because the pointwise error at

certain points in terms of number of elements

does not show directly that the true resultant

forces' points approach to his optimal points.

The convergence of true resultant forces' points
to optimal points will be shown as the number of

elements increases for the cantilever as shown in

Fig. 5, in which ~nk is the nondimensional ele
ment coordinates of k-th element when the beam
is discretized with n equal-sized elements. By
using error-moment equations in Eqs. (40) and
(41), the true resultant forces' points of the first
elements (ELE. I of Fig. 5) are cakulated as the
number of elements increases. Figure 6 shows the

convergence of true bending moment points to the
optimal points (';nl = ±(l/3), n= 1,2,4, 8), and
Fig. 7 shows the convergence of true shear force

point to its optimal point (';"1 =0, n ,= 1,2,4, 8) as
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0.00 f---------------------I

0.05

n (Number of Elements)

(a) Convergence to ~nl =(1/3)°,5

I
r

- 0 70 ------L-....-"'_~_"--.--'-_~_.L.__--'-_J

o 1 2 6 9

~:F -_/_"_/_-_~_/_3_)0_5 ,,

f 0

~ 0
-065[

+(1/3)°5

055

-a
>V'

050 r
i

~
045 f

0

-005

6 7 8

n (Number of Elements)

(b) Convergence to ~nl = - (1/3)°,5

Fig. 6 Convergence of true bending moment points

the number of element increases.
4.4 Discussion
For the one-dimensional boundary problem,

the errors of FE analysis are of two types:
(I) Errors due to the numerical evaluation of

the integrals and the use of the computer perform

ing the numerical calculations.
(2) Errors due to the approximate character of

the finite element formulation.

In this paper, the error resulting from the use of

the computer or from the hand calculation is
ruled out by obtaining the FE results using the

error-moment equations. So all the errors present
ed in the previous section can be considered to be

of type 2.
From the results of examples, we can see that

the Hermite polynomial of degree three can de

scribe the nodal displacements (w, (J) exactly
irrespective of the order of loading q(x). But its

descriptive capability for bending moments and

shear forces deteriorates as the order of curvature

field increases. Consequently, the error of M and

V sampled at their optimal points respectively

may increase as the order of loading q(x) in
creases. Thus, in order to improve the accuracy of

approximate solutions, a finer discretization is

required because a finer discretization makes it
possible that the curvature field within a single

element be approximated with sufficient accuracy

irrespective of the order of loading, as shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. This is particularly significant in

that the design of a structure is usually dictated by

the values of the force resultants (M and V)

rather than by the kinematical variables (wand
(J), making it necessary to have accurate estimates

of M and V.
Figure 4 may be regarded as a pattern showing
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the convergence of approximate resultant forces'

points to their optimal points, i.e., the shift of (c)

-> (b) -> (a) in Fig. 4 may represent a conver

gence pattern as the number of elements increases.

In this limit sense, the Gauss points can be regard

ed as the optimal locations of bending moment

and the origin may be regarded as the optimal

point of shear force. The optimal location in the

limit sense is contrasted with that of CO-continu

ous beam element, that is, the optimal point of

Co-continuous beam element (Min and Kim,

1991) is the location where locking due to spuri

ous constraint is alleviated.

5. Conclusion

By using the error-moment equations which are

derived from energy functional, the following

performance of the thin beam Hermite element of

degree three is examined:

(I) Descriptive capability for rigid body mo

tions.

(2) Descriptive capability for a deformation

depending on the order of loading.

(3) The numerical implication of the optimal

points.
The single unconstrained beam element is able

to describe the rigid body motions correctly

without zero energy modes when analytical inte

gration or 2-point Gaussian quadrature is em

ployed. So, the mesh discretized with the elements

can describe the rigid body motions correctly

without zero energy modes, too.

To examine the descriptive capability for defor

mation, the Hermite polynomial of degree three

was tested for the beam subjected to constant,

linear, and quadratic curvature fields. The results

show that the accuracy of the moments and the

shear forces associated with higher-order loading

q(x) suffers from the lack of its descriptive capa

bility while the kinematic variables at nodal

points are exact irrespective of the order of load

ing. So, as the order of loading ll(X) increases, a

finer discretization is required not only because

the finer discretization reduces the maximum

error of the force resultants within an element but

also because it makes the true resultant forces'

points converge to their optimal points. In rela

tion to the latter, the optimal stress points suggest

ed by Barlow can be re-interpreted as the optimal

points in the limit sense.
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